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UNDERSTANDING OF OPERATING INSTRUCTIONS
In case of any doubts concerning interpretation of the content of these instructions, please be sure
to address the manufacturer to clarify your doubts.
We will be grateful for any users' suggestions, opinions and critical comments. Please, submit your
comments in writing or verbally. They will help us improve these instructions and make it easier to use
and to take users' requests and requirements into account.
The device accompanied with these instructions contains elements that involve potential hazard for
people and property that is impossible to eliminate. Therefore, every person who works with the device
or performs any actions related to its operation and maintenance must be previously trained and get
acquainted with potential hazards. Such person is required to carefully read, understand and follow the
operating instructions, especially the safety guidelines.
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1. NOTE ON CONFORMITY
The device described in these instructions is designed to be used in industrial environment. The
process of constructing and manufacturing of this device was subjected to the requirements of
determined standards. Realization of assumed safety principles and means is ensured by compliance
with these requirements, on condition the user complies with the below-specified guidelines concerning
installation, start-up and operation of the device.
The device is a class A device. It can generate radio electric interference, when used in
housing environment. In such cases, one may require the user to apply appropriate remedial
measures.

The device complies with the provision of the following EU directives:
2014/35/UE

LVD – The Directive of the European Parliament and of the Council of 26 th February
2014, on the harmonisation of the laws of the Member States relating to the making
available on the market of electrical equipment designed for use within certain voltage
limits – implemented in the territory of the Republic of Poland with the Directive of the
Minister of Development of 2nd June 2016, concerning requirements to be met by
electric equipment (Journal of Laws 2016, item 806).

2014/30/UE

EMC - Directive of the European Parliament and of the Council of 26 th February
2014, on the harmonisation of the laws of the Member States relating to
electromagnetic compatibility - implemented in the territory of the Republic of Poland
with the act of 13th April 2007 on electromagnetic compatibility (Journal of Laws No.
82, item 556).

Compliance with the directives is confirmed by tests carried out measurement and research
laboratories that are independent of the manufacturer.
The device meets the essential requirements provided for in the low-voltage directive (2014/35/UE)
and the electromagnetic compatibility directive (2014/30/UE) through its compliance with the following
standards:
The standard harmonized with LVD directive 2014/35/EU
PN-EN 60255-27:2014-06

Measuring relays and protection equipment – Part 27: Product
safety requirements.

The standard for the EMC directive 2014/30/EU
PN-EN 60255-26:2014-01

PUP KARED Sp. z o.o.
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2. Application of the device
The KSR-64 signalling module is designed to provide the functionality of visual and acoustic
control and recording of events, i.e. 64 limit states and alarm states in a supervised facility, and to
develop central and/or reserve emergency signalling (RSA) systems that can comprise the number of
alarm inputs calculated as the number of modules multiplied by the number of alarm inputs in each
single module.
Modules are connected through an internal network, so that a master SCADA system perceives
them as a single facility. Communication with the supervisory system may be realized over IEC61850
and IEC60870-5-103 protocols. Each module may be equipped with two independent power packs that
cooperate with each other. The devices have an internal memory for events recording. Events are
marked with time stamps and module clocks are synchronized. Thanks to installed relay cards, it is
possible to control peripheral devices.
KSR-84 modules have a very extended, but user-friendly interface that allows the user to define
advanced configurations to control module operation. The user may assign inputs at will to any LED
and relay fields. It is possible to create I/O groups and carry out logical operations between channels
selected at will.

3. Safety principles
Information provided in this section are aimed at familiarizing the user with the principles of proper
installation and operation of the product. It is assumed that the personnel in charge of the installation,
start-up and operation of the device is properly qualified and aware of the potential hazard related to
works performed with electric devices.
The device meets the safety requirements of the regulations and standards in force. The design of
the device focused in particular on the operator's safety.

Device installation
The device should be installed in a place that ensures appropriate environmental conditions
specified in the technical specifications. The device should be properly secured, protected against
mechanical damages and against access of unauthorized persons. The device is designed to be
installed behind boards in indoors switching stations. The module should be connected according to
the electric diagram. External connections are made through separable screw connections of the
Phoenix type. It is recommended to use LY type conductors with the cross-section within the range of
1.02.5 mm2 to connect the device.
The KSR-64 signalling module is made to ensure protection rating I and it requires an installationprotecting conductor to be connected to the properly-marked terminal on the housing.

Device start-up
Once the device is installed, one should start the device up in compliance with the principles
generally accepted for protection, automation and control devices.

An insulation test may result in charging dispersed capacities up to dangerous levels of
voltage. Such charges should be discharged after completing each stage of the test.
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Device operation
The device should operate in conditions that are described in the technical
specifications. Device operators should be authorized to operate it and acquainted with
its operating instructions.

Housing removal
Before setting to perform any works that involve the need to remove the housing, one
must disconnect all power-supply and measurement voltage sources and then cut the
device off from external circuits by unplugging all plug-in connectors.

The sub-assemblies used in the device are sensitive to electrostatic discharges. Therefore, if the
device is opened without appropriate anti-electrostatic equipment, it can get damaged.

Operation
Once installed, the device does not require additional operation activities, apart from periodic
checks required by the relevant regulations. In case a fault is identified, one should address the
manufacturer.
The manufacturer provides guarantee and post-guarantee servicing. Guarantee conditions are
determined in the guarantee card.

Modifications and changes
For safety reasons, it is forbidden to introduce any modifications and changes of the functions of the
device discussed herein. Device modifications introduced without a written consent of the manufacturer
void all liability claims against the PUP Kared Spółka z o.o. company.
Replacement of elements and sub-assemblies integrated into the device with components provided
by other manufacturers than the original elements and sub-assemblies may compromise the safety of
device users and result in incorrect operation of the device.
PUP KARED Sp. z o.o. shall not be responsible for damages caused by the implementation of
inadequate elements and sub-assemblies.

Fault conditions
Potential cases of identified faults in the operation of the device and other damages should be
reported to a competent person.
Repairs may be performed exclusively by qualified specialists.

Rating plates, information plates and stickers
One must strictly follow guidelines provided in the form of descriptions provided on the device,
information plates and sticker and maintain them in a condition that ensures their good legibility. The
plates and stickers that got damaged or became illegible should be replaced.
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Fig. 3.1. Model of the rating plate

Hazards that are impossible to be eliminated
In normal conditions of device operation, one should not touch device terminals, due to
the presence of voltages that reach values that are dangerous for human beings.

4. Technical description and device functioning
4.1. Genaral description
The KSR-64 signalling module is enclosed in a 3Ux19'' housing, in compliance with the
requirements of the 19'' rack standard, and it is designed to provide the functionality of visual and
acoustic control and recording of events and alarming bout events, namely 64 limit states in a
supervised facility, and to develop Central Emergency Signalling (CSA) systems or Reserve
Emergency Signalling (RSA) systems that can comprise even a great number of alarm
inputs/outputs.
The manner each alarm input is activated and the module reaction to input activation is defined by
the user. Activation conditions may be defined, depending on current needs, for each alarm input, and
the activated channel may be ascribed to a specific acoustic alarm and/or optic signal emitted by
means of LED fields. Alarm channels may be combined into groups and selected optic and acoustic
alarm fields may be ascribed to them, while taking advantage of simple logical relations
(AND/OR/NOT). The module is fitted with (a) module(s) of relay outputs to allow it to interact with
acoustic signalling units and/or other external devices. The mode of relay output operation is also
defined by the user at will.
The device is fitted with an RS485 connector that, apart from the function of communication with a
master system, may be used to connect modules into groups and to develop a Signalling Column (RSA
system - reserve emergency signalling system), where the number of binary inputs is almost unlimited.
This is possible thanks to the implementation of modular I/O sub-assemblies (8 isolated signals per
sub-assembly) in the modules. It is an advantage of such connection that the entire Signalling Column
(RSA system - reserve emergency signalling system) is visible as a single device in a master system.
The device communicates with a master system over serial ports (RS485, USB, Opto) and Ethernet
ports (100BaseFx, 100BaseTx), as well as over optic-fibre ports. IEC 60870-5-103 and IEC 61850
protocols and communication redundancy in the PRP standard are also available.
The device is configured over an engineering Ethernet or RS485 link, or a USB servicing port,
depending on the model.
Communication with the module allows the user to read the current status of alarm inputs, the
signalling status and to download the log of events recorded in device memory. In the mode of digital
logging of input status, the device allows the state of light fields to be changed with commands sent
from a master system.
Built-in or external push-buttons allow the operator to accept or delete alarm signalling and to test
correct functioning of LED diode fields and acoustic alarms.
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The device is powered with 220 V DC or 230 V AC by two power packs in a redundant
configuration. Communication ports, input terminals, relay outputs are galvanically isolated.
The device has a modular construction and it can be configured at will on demand. A CPU module
and one power-pack module constitute the basic and indispensable outfit. The remaining modules can
be added at will, while a single module and the entire system are configured to meet the requirements.

4.2. Construction of the module
KSR-64 Signalling Modules are manufactured in housings (width: 84T) to be installed behind
boards (Euro 19'' 3U module), in a typical cubicle designed for 19 inch modules. Figure 4.1 presents a
front view and a view of the connector panel of a typical housing of the module.

Fig. 4.1 Module housing (front view, view of the connector panel)
The KSR-64 module is characterized by modular structure that allows it to be adapted to particular
facility needs and tasks to be realized. The following packages are available:
No

Code

1

KKS

Package description
The module body (housing with basic equipment) contains
a communication bus required for the installation of
functional packages, a CPU package and a ZAS power
pack.

Width

Max. num.

10T
6T

1
1

2

KOM

A communication processor module (KOM). It increases
the number of communication channels and allows KSR
modules to be connected to form an RSA column, and
allows a GPS and a GSM/GPRS modem to be connected.

9T

1

3

ZAS

A redundant power pack for the KSR64 module.

6T

2

4

WE8/1

A package of 8 bi-stable, isolated inputs, with diodes that
signal the presence of voltage at package inputs.

6T

16

5

WE8/0

A package of 8 bi-stable, isolated inputs, without diodes

4T

16
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that signal the presence of voltage at package inputs.
6

WY8/1

A package of 8 relay inputs with diodes that signal their
activation

6T

16

7

WY8/0

A package of 8 relay inputs without diodes that signal their
activation.

4T

16

8

PFK

The module front panel with 64 signalling fields, control
buttons and device status diodes.

84T

1

An RSA Signalling Column may consist of maximum 32 KSR-64 modules, while each KSR-64
module may be equipped with a different combination of functional packages.
The engineering link may be organized in a number of ways:
–
When a column of KSR-64 modules is fitted with one KOM module, the engineering link is
established with an ETH port.
–
When a column of KSR-64 modules is fitted with at least one communication processor
package (KOM), all the modules are connected with one RS485 or ST connection (depending
on available outfit) with a computer that supervises the engineering link.
–
When a set of KSR-64 modules is a distributed system, each module is connected with an
individual RS485 or ST connection (depending on available outfit) with a computer that
supervises the engineering link.
Detailed information is provided in chapter 8.
A block diagram of a KSR-64 module is presented below.
Panel akustyczny PA-4

2

3

Zdalne przyciski
prób i kasowania

4

Transoptorowe
wejścia zdalnych
prób i kasowania

Lokalne przyciski
prób i kasowania

Transoptorowe
wejścia
sygnałowe

Wyjścia
przekaźnikowe
sygnałów
powielających

Logika swobodnie programowalna

1

64 pola LED sygnalizacji optycznej

Wyjścia sterujące
alarmami
akustycznymi

Rejestrator zdarzeń

Komunikacja zewnętrzna
wg lokalnych wymagań
Kanał 1 - USB
Protokół Producenta [PP]
Kanał 2 - RS485
IEC 60870-5-103, [PP]
Kanał 3 - Optyczny
IEC 60870-5-103, [PP]
Kanał 4 – RJ45/Optyczny
IEC 61850
Kanał 5 – RJ45/Optyczny
IEC 61850
Kanał 4+5 – PRP (redundancja)
Kanał 6 – RS485/opto
IEC 60870-5-103, [PP]
Kanał 7 – GPS
Kanał 8 – Modem GSM/GPRS

Fig. 4.2: Block diagram.
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4.3. Description of device functioning
The KSR-64 Signalling Module realizes the following functions:
–
Periodic read-out of input states,
–
Filtering of input signals at the user-defined temporal constant,
–
Delaying of reaction to activation by a pre-determined time,
–
Extension of the duration of activation,
–
Logging of events: appearance of an alarm state, its disappearance and alarm
acknowledgement by the operator, all with timestamps,
–
Exchange of information with master systems,
–
Signalling with LED fields to report events that have taken place.
The reaction to an alarm state is defined at will by the user for each channel. The alarm signalling
cycle consists of 5 or 7 phases, depending on the ascription (or its lack) of a given channel to a group
of alarms, for which the alarm that was first to occur is signalled in a special manner. The user is in
charge of defining the following parameters:
1. Configure optical signalling, i.e. assign light colour (green, red, blue, light blue, yellow, violet,
white), assign lighting mode (continuous, blinking, none), define interaction with relay
outputs an interrelations with alarm inputs.
2. Configure digital inputs, i.e. define digital filters and assignment to deletion, confirmation and
testing inputs and the group that defines alarm significance according to the significance of
represented information.
3. Configure a relay output, i.e. determine the operating mode of the relay output, associate
with alarm input(s), reaction to a delete signal, a confirm signal and a test signal.
4. Advanced configuration: apply programmable logic as required.
Detailed information available in instruction IU_Kared_RSA_Config-v1.04 or newer that describes
software for the configuration of KSR-64 modules and Reserve Emergency Signalling (RSA)
systems.

4.4. Daily operation
The device front panel comprises 64 LED fields, 4 diodes that signal module status and buttons
used to operate the module.

Fig. 4.3. Overview of the front panel of the signalling module
Button function:
TAO (Optic Alarm Test) :
Highlights all LED fields with a uniform colour.
TAA (Acoustic Alarm Test) :
Triggers an acoustic alarm.
KAO (Delete Optic Alarm) :
Acknowledges an optic alarm.
KAA (Delete Acoustic Alarm) :
Switches acoustic signal off
The device is fitted with three three-colour diodes to signal operation status
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Operation

Status of power
pack 1

Status of power
pack 2

Clock synchronization

Correct
operation

Correct operation

Synchronized with GPS or an NTP
server or over the IEC-60870-5-103
protocol

Defect

No voltage at the output to the bus

-

-

Low voltage at the output to the bus

RSA column modules synchronized
with each other

-

-

Unsynchronized

4.4.1. Start-up and shutdown
The KSR-64 module is started up by switching the power supply-voltage on. Once power supply is
on, the device carries the auto-test procedure out. If no internal errors are identified, the device enters
the normal operation mode.
The device may be switched off at any moment by removing the power supply voltage.

4.4.2. Mode of operation
This chapter discusses particular modes of operation of the module.

4.4.2.1. Stand-alone operation
In the stand-alone mode, the device functions as an autonomous element of a system. If it
operates within a network, a unique address should be ascribed to it. The module operates according
to the functions programmed by the user. It records occurring events in non-volatile memory.

4.4.2.2. Operation in a signalling column – MASTER device
The KSR-64 module that operates as the master element of a signalling column performs standard
operations and is responsible for the acquisition of data from the remaining devices connected within
an internal network. It is fitted with an additional communication module and connects to the master
system to transfer information about the status of the entire RSA column. It is responsible for recording
the operational status of all devices, for controlling SLAVE modules and for synchronizing their internal
clocks. The master system sees the entire column as a single device.

4.4.2.3. Operation in a signalling column – SLAVE device
The KSR-64 module that operates as a slave element of a signalling column is responsible for
recording the state of its bi-stable inputs and for transferring the data to the MASTER device. It is
possible to additionally control relay outputs and receive individually alarms by operating the buttons
on the device front panel. All actions are recorded in the internal memory of the module.

4.4.3. Acoustic signalling panel – PA-4
The Acoustic Signalling Panel PA-4 is designed for acoustic signalling of received failure
conditions and it allows one to quickly identify a failure condition by means of one of four acoustic
signals with programmable sound modulation.
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5. Technical specifications
Table 5.1. Device characteristics
No.

Parameter

Value

1

Power-supply voltage

220 V DC / 230 V AC

2

Rated current

0,15 A

3

Maximum dimensions of a module with a connector (W x H x D)
[mm]

484 x 133 x 180 (standard 19” 3U)

4

Weight [kg]

2,35

5

Ambient temperature

-5 ÷ 55 °C

6

Dielectric strength: power supply and outputs

2 kV AC / 1 min

7

Dielectric strength: serial interfaces

0,5 kV AC / 1 min

8

Insulation ohmic resistance

Min. 100 MΩ przy 500 V

9

Electric strength during surge voltage test: power supply and
outputs

5 kV / 1,2 / 50 µs

10

Electric strength during surge voltage test: serial interfaces

0,8 kV / 1,2 / 50 µs

11

Resistance to electrostatic discharge

6 kV – contact discharge / 8 kV – discharge
in air

12

EFT/Burst resistance: communication ports

1 kV peak

13

EFT/Burst resistance: remaining circuits

4 kV peak

14

Surge resistance: communication ports

2 kV line – earth

15

Surge resistance: remaining circuits

2 kV line – earth
1 kV line – line

16

Available input rated voltage Un

220 V DC

17

Input resistance

280 kΩ dla 220 V DC

18

Input breakover voltage

110 V DC do 170 V DC

19

Filtration of input waveforms

Digital

20

Filtration time

Configurable, 1 ÷ 65 000 ms

21

Input signal delay

Configurable, 0 ÷ 65 000 ms

22

Input signal extension

Configurable, 0 ÷ 65 000 ms

23

Transmission medium

RS485 4-wire
RJ45
Optic fibre

24

Communication protocol

IEC 60870-5-103
IEC 61850
proprietary protocol

Table 5.2. Characteristics of binary inputs
Rated voltage

220 V DC

Power dissipation at the rated voltage per one input
Typical (threshold) switching voltage

< 0,2 W
155…170 V DC

Maximum admissible continuous voltage (arbitrary polarization)

300 V DC

Table 5.3. Characteristics of the power-supply input
Rated voltage
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Minimum voltage required for proper operation
Power dissipation at the rated voltage

150 V DC
< 35 W

Maximum admissible continuous voltage

300 V DC

Table 5.4. Characteristics of relay outputs
Relay type

Relpol RM12N

Maximum admissible continuous current

10 A

Power loss at the maximum admissible continuous current
Other parameters

< 0,25 W
As for Relpol RM12N

Table 5.5. KSR-64 terminals
No.

Terminal name

Symbol

Terminals of binary inputs
1

Input 1 +

INx-1

2

Input 1 -

INx-2

3

Input 2 +

INx-3

4

Input 2 -

INx-4

5

Input 3 +

INx-5

6

Input 3 -

INx-6

7

Input 4 +

INx-7

8

Input 4 -

INx-8

9

Input 5 +

INx-9

10

Input 5 -

INx-10

11

Input 6 +

INx-11

12

Input 6 -

INx-12

13

Input 7 +

INx-13

14

Input 7 -

INx-14

15

Input 8 +

INx-15

16

Input 8 -

Inx-16

Terminals of relay outputs
1

Contact 1 of relay 1

OUTx-1

2

Contact 2 of relay 1

OUTx-2

3

Contact 1 of relay 2

OUTx-3

4

Contact 2 of relay 2

OUTx-4

5

Contact 1 of relay 3

OUTx-5

6

Contact 2 of relay 3

OUTx-6

7

Contact 1 of relay 4

OUTx-7

8

Contact 2 of relay 4

OUTx-8

9

Contact 1 of relay 5

OUTx-9

10

Contact 2 of relay 5

OUTx-10

11

Contact 1 of relay 6

OUTx-11
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12

Contact 2 of relay 6

OUTx-12

13

Contact 1 of relay 7

OUTx-13

14

Contact 2 of relay 7

OUTx-14

15

Contact 1 of relay 8

OUTx-15

16

Contact 2 of relay 8

OUTx-16

Terminals of the power pack
1

Contact 1 of LiveContact relay (normally closed)

ZASx-1

2

Contact 2 of LiveContact relay (normally closed)

ZASx-2

3

-

ZASx-3

4

Power supply: 220VDC + / 230VAC L

ZASx-4

5

Power supply: 220VDC + / 230VAC N

ZASx-5

-

Protective plug

PE

Terminals of the CPU module
1

RS485-1 : R+

X1-1

2

RS485-1 : R-

X1-2

3

RS485-1 : T+

4

RS485-1 : T-

X1-4

5

RS485 - SH

X1-5

6

Optic-fibre-1 : Tx

7

Optic-fibre-1 : Rx

8

USB-B servicing connector

X1-3

4-wire full duplex

RS1-1

multi-mode

RS1-2
USB1

Terminals of the KOM communication module
1

Ethernet-1

KOM-ETH1

2

Ethernet-2

KOM-ETH2

3

Optic-fibre--1 : TX

4

Optic-fibre--1 : RX

5

RS232

Optional connector

GPS

6

RS485 or antenna connector (depending on the version)

Optional connector

GSM/GPRS

multi-mode

KOM-ST1-1
KOM-ST1-2

6. Elements of a complete set
A complete set delivered to the customer covers:
–
–
–
–

a KSR-64 Signalling Module
A complete set of plug-in connectors
Device and software documentation
Guarantee certrificate

7. Installation and commissioning
A KSR-64 module should be installed in compliance with the principles generally accepted for
protection, automation and control devices. Before device installation, one should check, whether the
design of the alarm signalling system complies with the technical documentation of the KSR-64
module and its rating plate. Particular attention should be paid to the following:
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–
–
–
–
–

check the rated power-supply voltage and its polarity,
check, whether the implemented protection devices of voltage circuits are correct (rated
values of fuse-elements or rated currents and characteristics of cut-out trippers),
check the admissible current-carrying capacity of relay outputs,
check, whether assembly has been properly performed,
check the continuity of the protective conductor.

Before power-supply voltage is applied to the device for the first time, the device should stay for at
least two hours in the room, where it is to be installed, in order to equalize temperatures and prevent
humidity penetration.
The process of commissioning should be completed with device set-up.

8. Device operation monitoring
8.1. Communication connectors
Table 8.1. List of communication connectors
No.
1

2

3

4

Type

Connector

Protocol

RS

CPU-USB1

Proprietary
protocol

- Device configuration (set points)
- Registration download

CPU-X1

Proprietary
protocol
or
IEC 60870-5-103

- Device configuration (set points)
- Registration download
- MASTER-SLAVE communication
- Providing access to current statuses
of inputs, the device operational state,
etc.

CPU-RS1

Proprietary
protocol
or
IEC 60870-5-103

- Providing access to current statuses
of inputs, the device operational state,
etc.

RS

RS

Ethernet

ETH1
(RJ45/ST)

ETH2

5

Ethernet

6

RS

KOM-ST

7

RS

8

RS

(RJ45/ST)

Functionality (default purpose)

Notes
The functionality
may get limited.

Proprietary
protocol,
optionally:
IEC 61850,
PRP

- Providing access to current statuses
of inputs, the device operational state,
etc.
- Device configuration

Alternative
implementation
of cable and
optic-fibre
connectors

Reserve
connector,
optionally:
IEC 61850, PRP

- Providing access to current statuses
of inputs, the device operational state,
etc.
- Device configuration

Alternative
implementation
of cable and
optic-fibre
connectors

IEC 60870-5-103

- Providing access to current statuses
of inputs, the device operational state,
etc.

GPS

IRIG-B protocol

Support of clock synchronization with
GPS

Optional

MOD

AT commands

Support of a GSM/GPRS standard
modem

Optional

8.2. Communication with a master system
Communication with a master system over communication links was described in separate
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documents:
-

Implementation of the IEC 61850 protocol in the KSR-64 module
Implementation of the IEC 60780-5-103 protocol in the KSR-64 module
Implementation of the IEC 60780-5-103 protocol in an RSA column

8.3. Events log
Any change of a bi-stable signal, alarm reception, power supply switch-on and switch-off actions are
recorded in the events log. The data are recorded with corresponding time stamps. Event recorder
capacity: 2,500 events stored in each module.

9. Device service
KSR-64 Signalling Modules manufactured by PUP KARED Sp. z o.o. are designed not to require
special service activities performed by the operator.

9.1. Periodic checks
It is recommended to carry out periodic checks, covering product testing before expiry of the
guarantee period. The manufacturer provides guarantee and post-guarantee servicing and offers a
service aimed at maintaining products fully functional during the entire service life of delivered devices.

9.2. Identification and removal of defects
In case any irregularities in the operation of the device are identified, one should contact
manufacturer's representative, who will provide instructions as to further actions to be taken.
The following should be provided when reporting a defect/failure:
-

device type,
manufacturer's number,
place of installation,
defect symptoms,
name of the person in charge of the issue,
contact e-mail and telephone.

10. Transport and storage
Transport packaging unit should ensure the degree of vibration and shock resistance provided for
caution class 1 in standards PN-EN 60255-21-1:1999 and PN-EN 6025-21-2:2000.
A device delivered by the manufacturer should be carefully unpacked, without applying excessive
force or inadequate tools. Once the device is unpacked, it should be checked visually, whether there
are any symptoms of external damage.
The device should be stored in a dry and clean room, where the storage temperature is within the
range from -25°C to +70°C.
Relative humidity should be maintained within such limits, as to prevent condensation or hoarfrosting.

11. Disposal
If there arises a need to dismantle (or even liquidate) the device, because it is defective or its
service life is over, one should first of all cut off all power supply and measurement lines, as well as any
other connections.
A disassembled device should be treated as electronic waste that should be handled in compliance
with the regulations applicable to waste disposal.
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12. Guarantee and servicing
PUP KARED Sp. z o.o. covers the supplied device with a 2-year guarantee since the date of sale
(unless the agreement provides otherwise). Guarantee conditions are provided in the guarantee
certificate.
The manufacturer provides technical support for the device start-up procedure and provides
guarantee servicing and post-guarantee servicing according to the terms and conditions specified in
the relevant servicing agreement.
Failure to follow the principles of these instructions shall result in loss of rights in virtue of the
guarantee.

13. Module version coding
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